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For many testing problems several different tests may have optimal exact 
Bahadur slope. The introduction of Bahadur deficiency provides further information 
about the performance of such tests. Roughly speaking a sequence of tests is 
deficient in the sense of Bahadur of order p(h,) at a fixed alternative 0 if the 
additional number of observations necessary to obtain the same power as the 
optimal test at 0 is of order p(h,,) as the level of significance tends to zero. In this 
paper it is shown that in typical testing problems in multivariate exponential 
families the LR test is deficient in the sense of Bahadur of order /“(log n). 
1. BAHADUR EFFICIENCY AND DEFICIENCY 
Let .7 be a space of points s, .w’ a o-field of subsets of 9 and for each 
point 0 in a set 0, let P, be a probability measure on &‘. The random 
element S with values in .Y‘ is distributed according to P,. In typical cases 
S = (X,, X,,...) is a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
(i.i.d.) random variables (r.v.‘s) but as yet (Y, &‘, Pe) is a quite general 
probability space. Suppose the hypothesis H, : 19 E 0, has to be tested 
against H,:BEO,=O--0,. Let {v,;,;nEN, O<a< 1) be a family of 
(randomized) tests of H,, i.e., for each nE N and 0 <a < 1 oni, is a 
measurable function on Y with values in [0, l] satisfying 
In many cases the test onia will have exactly size a. Denoted by U, a r.v. 
uniformly distributed over (0, 1) such that U and S are independent, the 
randomized test q,,;, is equivalent to the non-randomized test with critical 
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region R,“;, = ((s, u); u < o,:,(s)}. The distribution of (S, V) will be denoted 
by P’,, eE 0. 
To compare the performance of two families of tests Bahadur [ I] 
proposed an asymptotic efficiency concept in terms of the slopes of the 
families. To explain this concept we use the following definitions. The level 
attained by (q,:,} is defined by 
L,W(s. u) = inf{a E (0, 1); (s, u) E R;:,}, (1.1) 
i.e., the “smallest” a such that the hypothesis is rejected. For 0 < p < 1 and 
8 E 0, define 
and 
P(a, p, e) = min(n; E,o,,:,(S) > p for all m > n) (1.2) 
aW, 8) = inf{a E (0, 1); E,q,,;,(S) 2 p). (1.3) 
In the sequel it is assumed that the family of tests satisfies the natural con- 
dition 
a < a’ * a)n&) G h:, 4) (1.4) 
for all n and s. This implies that 
4ha.B,o~@ 0) G a G G~,,,~,o~- AA a 0 <p < 1, eE 0,. (1.5) 
Note that condition (1.4) is satisfied if p)n:a is based on a test statistic T,, 
large values of T,, being significant. For likelihood ratio (LR) tests we 
simply write NLR(a, /3, 0) and a:‘@, 0). Moreover, N+ (a, p, 0) = 
inf, N”(a, /I, 8) and a,‘& 0) = inf, a;@ C?), where a, = (o,,:,} runs through 
all families of tests of HO. 
Under alternatives the attained levels of many families v, = (o,;,} satisfy 
--n-l log L;(S, U)+c”(S, U, e) as n+ co P,-a.s. for all ee 0,: 
2c”(S, U, 0) is called the (possibly random!) exact slope. As may be seen 
from examples in Sections 5 and 7 of Bahadur and Raghavachari [5] the 
slope is usually, but not always, non-random. Since almost sure convergence 
implies convergence in distribution the attained levels of many families 
o = (o,;,} also satisfy 
--n-l log L;(S, U) -% P(S, u, e) as n-+ca (1.6) 
for all 0 E 0, ; here ic/‘, denotes convergence in distribution. There is an 
intimate relation between the rate of convergence of Lz and a:@, B) given by 
the following theorem, which is proved in the Appendix. 
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THEOREM 1.1. For any 6 E 0, 
-n-l log LZ(S, U) 2 P(S, u, 8) asn-,oo (1.7) 
~~‘(1-~)~1iminf-n~‘10ga~(/3,8)~1imsup--n~’10ga~(/?,0) 
“+CX n-too 
< F,-‘(1 -p) for all p E (0, l), (1.8) 
where F; ‘01) = inf{x; F,(x) > y}, F;‘b) = inf(x; Fe(x) > y) and F, is the 
distribution function of P(S, U, 0) under 0. In particular, if 
c”(S, U, 19) = c”(0) is a constant then 
-n-‘logL~Lc”(fY)o--n-l log #(/I, 8) -+ c”(8) for all p E (0, 1). 
(1.9) 
Remark 1.1. This result is a generalization of Raghavachari 
[ 18, Theorem 21 in two ways: our setup is more general (S is not assumed to 
be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s and the slope may be random) and apart from 
(1.4) there are no assumptions at all. 
Remark 1.2. For more information about the conceptually different 
notions of exact slopes the reader is refered to Chandra and Ghosh [ 111. As 
noted by Chandra and Ghosh and also by Berk and Brown [7, p. 5701 the 
convergence in distribution definition is not only easier to use but perhaps 
more basic and stable. In the sequel we will use (1.6) as the definition of the 
exact slope. Then Theorem 1.1 shows that there is an intimate relation 
between slopes and significance levels, even in the case of a random slope. 
Henceforth we only consider tests with non-random exact slopes, i.e., 
cqs, u, 6) = c”(e) is a constant. The family {rp,:,} is called eflcient in the 
sense of Bahadur at 8 as a 10 if c”(0) is maximal among all families of 
tests. In that case 
‘dg W(a, P, 6)/N+ (a, P, 6) = 1, o<p<1. 
The exact slope is not a very sharp instrument for studying asymptotic 
optimality of tests; a more informative measure is provided by the concept of 
Bahadur deficiency based on the difference N”(a, /?, 9) - N+(a, p, 8) (cf. 
Hodges and Lehmann [ 131). The deficiency may serve to compare different 
efficient families. We shall say that {rp,;,} is deficient in the sense of 
Bahadur at 19 of order /r’(h(N’)) if for all j3 E (0, 1) 
li?yp {N”(a,P, 6) -N’(a,A @}/h(N’(a,P, 0)) < 0~)~ (1.10) 
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where h: N + R is a positive non-decreasing function. Deficiency of order 
o(h(N+ )) is similarly defined. 
Exact slopes have to do with “first order” properties, Bahadur deficiencies 
are concerned with “second order” properties of tests. Theorem 1.1 can be 
refined to this “second order” level. One possible generalization is given by 
Theorem 1.2. In combination with Corollary 1.3 it essentially implies 
(Corollary 1.4) that if ((p,.,) is deficient in the sense of Bahadur at 8 of the 
order o((N+)“*) its attained levels and the attained levels of the most 
powerful tests have the same limit distribution after suitable standardization. 
THEOREM 1.2. For each BE 0, let g(., 8) be a continuous, strictly 
decreasing function and let c(B) > 0. The assertions (1.11) and (1.12) are 
equivalent and both imply (1.13), where 
vpfE (0, 1): 
-n-’ log a;& 8) = c(e) + n - l/zgp, e) + o(n - 1/Z) as n -+ co, (1.11) 
V/3E (0, 1): 
lim P,((--n-’ log L; -c(e)} n”2<g(p, e)) = 1 -p, 
n-rm 
(1.12) 
VpE (0, 1): 
N~(a,~,e)=c(e)-1)l0gal-c(e)-~g~,e)(c(e)-~ll0gal*~2~ 
+ 0(jloga11’2) as a+O. (1.13) 
COROLLARY 1.3. If E,tp,;,(S) is a non-decreasing function of n for all 
a E (0, l), then (l.ll), (1.12) and (1.13) are equivalent. 
The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 are given in the Appendix. 
As an immediate consequence we have 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let S = (X, , X2 ,...) be a sequence of r.v.‘s and let 
{pz:, ] be a sequence of most powerful tests of H, against a simple alternative 
8 E 0, based on X, ,..., X,,. Suppose that IV satisfies (1.13) for some 
c(0) > 0 and some continuous, strictly decreasing function g(., 8). Let ((D,;, } 
be a family of tests based on X, ,..., X, such that E,rp,;,(S) is a non- 
decreasing function of n for all a E (0, 1). If (q,,:,} is deficient in the sense of 
Bahadur at 6 of order ~((N+)“*) then (-n-l log L,” - c(B)} n”* and 
i-n-’ log L,+ -c(e)) n ‘I2 have the same limit distribution. 
In a similar way further expansions of --n-l log a;, N” and the 
distribution function of ---n-l log Lr can be related, implying that Bahadur 
deficiency of a smaller order can also be expressed in terms of attained 
levels. For the sake of simplicity we confine ourselves to Theorem 1.2. 
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From now on S = (Xi, X, ,...) is a sequence of i.i.d. T.v.3 and P~:~(s) = 
rp,,,((x,, x2 ,... )) is a (measurable) function of x1 ,..., x, only. 
In Bahadur ]2,4] and Bahadur and Raghavachari [5] it is shown under 
rather strong conditions that LR tests of ZZ, are efficient in the sense of 
Bahadur. Hence it is of special interest to investigate the Bahadur deficiency 
of LR tests. 
In the sequel we assume that the observations are distributed according to 
an exponential family. Under this assumption LR tests have a particular 
form which enables us to obtain the order of magnitude of their Bahadur 
deficiency. It turns out that in typical cases the deficiency is of order 
F(log N+). Since efficiency in the sense of Bahadur merely indicates that the 
deficiency is of order D(W), this is a much stronger asymptotic optimality 
property than the classical result of Bahadur and the examples of Koziol 
[ 161. For some special testing problems the Bahadur deficiency is of order 
‘T(1). This holds, e.g., for the two-sided r-test. 
Our proofs will be based on the following approach. First asymptotic 
expansions of a,““@ 0) and a,‘(/?, 0) are derived for n + 00, sharpening 
(1.11). By (1.5) the expansions of ai”& 0) and a,+@, 0) as n+ cc can be 
transformed into expansions of NLR(a, /I, 0) and N+(a, /3,19) as a 1 0. The 
evaluation of Bahadur deficiencies is a simple consequence of these 
expansions. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Let X,, X, ,... be i.i.d. 2-dimensional r.v.‘s with normal 
N(B; I,) distributions, where 0 E IR* and I, is the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 
Consider the testing problem H,: Z3 = (0,O) against B# (0,O). Normal 
distribution theory easily yields 
log a,““(& e) = -f llell* n + I( 811 W’(p) nllZ + F( 1) asn+co, 
where a-’ denotes the inverse of the standard normal distribution function 
@J and (1 . II denotes the Euclidean norm. Hence by (1.5) 
NLR(a,P, 0) = ~+(a& 0) + llBlI-* logN+(a,P, 0) + f”(l) 
as a -+ 0, implying that the LR test is deficient in the sense of Bahadur of 
order P(log N+). 
In this paper a more direct approach to Bahadur deficiency of LR tests in 
multivariate exponential families is given compared to that of Kallenberg 
[ 151, where the same type of testing problem is considered but the emphasis 
is more on the asymptotic behaviour of the shortcoming of LR tests. 
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The main result and some applications are precisely formulated in 
Section 2 after some preliminaries on LR tests in exponential families. The 
rather technical proof is given in several steps in Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND RESULTS 
Let the k-dimensional (k > 1) r.v. X be distributed according to an 
exponential family 
dfJ,(x) = ew{O’x +@)I 9(x), BEOCRk,XERk, (2.1) 
where ,U is a a-finite non-degenerate measure, 0 denotes the natural 
parameter space, i.e., 0 = {8 E IRk; I exp(@x) C&(X) < co), and 
v(B) = log [ exp(8’x) 44x), BE@. 
Here B’x denotes the inner product of 0 and x. It is well known that 0 is a 
convex set in IRk and we assume that it has a nonempty interior. Without 
loss of generality assume that ZJ is not supported on a flat and that 0 E int 0. 
Let O* = (0 E 0: E,]]X]J < co }. Note that int 0 c O* c 0. For t9 E O* 
define 
l(e) = E,X. (2.3) 
The mapping 1 is 1-l on O* (cf. Lemma 2.2 in Berk 161). Defining 
‘4 = A(@*) = p(e); e E o*), 
the inverse mapping A-’ exists on A. Note that A(8) = grad w(0) if 0 E int 0. 
Moreover, for 0 E int 0, the covariance matrix x0 of X is the Hessian of w. 
Both in the form of LR tests and in “large deviation” theorems the 
Kullback-Leibler information numbers 
z(e, &I) = E, log dy9/%@V) 
=‘de,) - de) + (0 - e,v(e), e E o*, e. E 0, (2.4) 
play an important role. We sometimes refer to I(& 0,) as the 
“Kullback-Leibler distance” from 0 to 8, ; the quantity I(& K) defined by 
Z(0, K) = inf (Z(8, 5); r E K}, 8E W,KcO, 
as the Kullback-Leibler distance from 8 to K. We also define a sort of 
Kullback-Leibler distance Z(K) from the boundary of 0 to a set KC int 0, 
Z(K) = sup(a E iR; (0; Z(B, K) c a} c K, c int 0, where K, is compact}. 
(2.5) 
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Consider the probability space (lRk, gk, Pe) where gk is the o-field of 
Bore1 sets of IRk and P, is defined in (2.1). The distribution of the infinite 
sequence X, , X, ,... (on the infinite product space) is defined by (P,. Since 
with n observations X ,,..., X, the sample mean x,, = n-’ Cj’Zl Xi is 
sufficient, LR tests and most powerful (MP) tests only depend on X,,. The 
distribution of zn is denoted by Fe. For the testing problem H,: BE 0, 
against 8 E 0, we define 
L(x) = 00 if ;EE P’dc - w(4)) = 00 
0 0 
= sup (19’x - y/(B)} - sup {&x - w(f3,)} otherwise. 
ese eo=eo 
With this notation the size-a LR test of H,, based on n observations is given 
by 1 > 
6, if L(X,J = d,, 
0 < 
where d, = inf{d; SU~~,~~, Ip,o(L(x& > d) <a} and 6, = sup{6 E [0, 11; 
SLI~~,~~,E~,#~~(~J < a). Then we have for all d < d,, 
If supeoEs, Ip,&@,J > t) is a left-continuous function of t, then 
sup Eoo #t;“(~,,) = a. 
eoeeo 
In the particular case that X, E A, A-‘@,,) is the maximum likelihood 
estimate of 8 since supeEe @a, - v(0) = A- ‘(Q’x, - ~(1 -‘(q)), and thus 
> 
if I(;l-‘(z,), 0,) = d,. 
< 
In many testing problems in univariate exponential families and in some 
exceptional testing problems in multivariate exponential families, the LR test 
is deficient in the sense of Bahadur of order /“;(I) (e.g., testing H, : o2 < ui 
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against o* > ui in normal N(& a’) families where the LR test is MP). 
However, in typical multivariate cases the LR test is deficient of order 
p(log Nt ), cf. Example 1.1. In fact our main result is 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 0, be a Bore1 set. Suppose that for all n the LR test 
satisfies 
for some compact subset K of int 0 and some E > 0. Then the LR test is 
deficient in the sense of Bahadur at 8 of order P(log N’) for those points 
8 E int 0, satisfying Z(t9, 0,) < I(@,, A K). 
Condition (2.6) can be interpreted as a very weak form of similarity. The 
proof of the theorem will be given in Section 3. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf 0, c K c int 0 for some compact subset K, the LR 
test is deficient in the sense of Bahadur at 0 of order /dp(log N+) for those 
points 19 E int 0, satisfying Z(0, 0,) < I(@,). 
Proof. Since power functions are continuous on int 0, it is no restriction 
to assume that 0, is closed and thus a Bore1 set. Condition (2.6) is trivially 
satisfied. 1 
Note that the case of a simple hypothesis is covered by Corollary 2.2. The 
following examples are applications of Theorem 2.1. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let {X,} be a sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s with p-dimensional 
normal N(& 2) distributions and consider the testing problem H,: < = &, 
against < # &, , where &, E W is given. The LR test, the familiar r2-test, is 
similar; hence (2.6) is fulfilled for every compact set Kc int 0 = 0. 
Moreover, it is easily verified that Z(t9, 0,) < I(@, A K) = co for all 
13 E int 0, = 0, and all compact Kc int 0 = 0. This implies that the T*-test 
is deficient in the sense of Bahadur at (r, 2) of order P(log Nt ) for all 
points (r, 2) with r # <,,. 
Let us consider the particular case p = 1 more precisely. Comparing the 
test that is appropriate when B is known with the t-test for the one-sided 
testing problem Hodges and Lehmann [ 131 showed that the one-sided t-test 
is of bounded Pitman deficiency. Bahadur (e.g., [4, p. 301) has shown that 
even the Bahadur efficiency of the one-sided t-test w.r.t. the Gauss test is 
smaller than one. However, when u is really unknown we have the following 
result 
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PROPOSITION 2.3. For normally N(<, o’) distributed r.v.‘s the two-sided t- 
test of the hypothesis H, : r = CO is deficient in the sense of Bahadur of order 
f”(l) at (t,, a:)for all t, # &,a: > 0. 
Proof: Let (ri, 0:) be a fixed alternative. Without loss of generality 
assume that &, = 0 and cl > 0. We shall show that for all 0 < p < 1 
< )log(l + ~;~r:) - @-‘(/I) r,(u: + f<~)“‘(u~ + <:)-‘n-“* + fn-’ log n 
< -n-l log a,LR(p, (<i, a:)) + c,n-’ (2.7) 
for some cl, c2 > 0 independent of n. In combination with a:@?, (cl, 0:)) < 
a,““@, (<i, 0:)) and (1.5) the result is established. 
Consider the testing problem H,* : 4 = 0, u2 = ui = <: + cr: against HT : 
r=<,, u*=u:. (Note that (0, uz) is the parameter point in the set 
{ (0, a’); a* > 0) which is closest to (ri, uy) in Kullback-Leibler distance.) 
Let a,* +(,0, (ri, 0:)) be the smallest level of significance such that the MP 
test 0:’ of H,* against H: has power /I at (r, , u:). Then a,‘(& (ri, 0:)) > 
a,* + @I, (<, , o:)). The test 4: + rejects H,* iff Cyz,(Xi - &‘u:)~ < k,. By the 
univariate Berry-Esseen theorem k, = n(Z,;2utu: + 2nv2@-‘(jl)uf&’ 
(a: + fr:)“’ + P( 1) as n + co. The critical region can also be written as 
CY= 1 l”~(Pl(xi)/PO(xi)) 2 n&, y  where p1 and p,, are the densities of the 
normal N({, , ai) and N(0, a:) distribution, respectively, and E, = i + log 
(u2u;‘)-~fn-‘~~u;*u;*k, = log(u2u;‘)-n-1’2@-‘~)~,u;2(u~+f~~)1’2 + 
P(n-‘) as n-+ co. Hence 
a,* + dB, (<I 9 4)) = Po,,:J (5 log(pi(~i)/PO(Xi)) > n&J 
i=l 
> 
I 
exp 
nr”(T,log(P,(~f)lPo(~f))<~~.+c3 
j-2 l”~(Pl(xi)/PO(x~)) 1 
i=l 
X fi Pl(Xi) dXlv*-, h, 
i=l 
> Ku2 expi-ns, -c,}, 
where in view of the univariate Berry-Esseen theorem and ECl,,,;, 
l”~(Pl(xi)/PO(xi)) = 1og(u2u~’ ) the constant c3 > 0 can be chosen so large 
that the last inequality holds. This yields the first inequality in (2.7). 
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To obtain the second inequality let c* = - (1 + f<:~;*)“*@-~@), t,, = 
-1 
UI 
p4v* + c* - (3 - ‘/* S, = {(n - 1))’ C;=i (Xi -x,J2}1’2 
(n - 1) {c;* Si - l}. Then we have for all c > 0 such that t, > 0 
and 2, = 
P (&(S, ’ X,n”* > 4J 
=P (r,,&7;‘(xn - <,) n”* > ((1 + (n - 1))‘zJ’* - l} t, + c* -cn-“2) 
>p (rl,~:)(u,‘(~~-rl)n”* > f(n- 1))‘z,t,+c* -CC”*) 
= Pr 
c 
XI:; ( ui - $t,(n - l)-“‘(V; - l)} p - (5’12 
((n- 1)(1 +4(n- 1)-P;)}“’ > (1 ++@r- l)-‘tt,}“* i 
> @(-{c* - ~n-“~)( 1 + f(n - 1))It;)-I”) - 58~I’*, 
where U, , U, ,..., V, , V, ,... are independent normally iV(0, 1) distributed r.v.‘s 
and the last inequality follows by the univariate Berry-Esseen theorem. 
(Note that El Ui - it,(n - l)-“*(Vf - l)]’ < 4EI U,j’ + 4{ft,(n - 1)-1’2}3 
El Vf - 1 I3 < 36[1 + (+t,,(n - l)“‘}‘] < 36{ 1 + $(n - l)-1ti}3’2.) Since by 
simple expansions -{c* -(3-v* }{ 1 + i(n - l)-rt;}-l’* = @-‘(/I) + n-l’2 
( 1 + #u;~}-“* [c + f<,u;’ {W’@))‘] + P(n-‘), we can choose 
c = c, > 0 so large that Pu,,,:,(S;‘~,,nl’* > f,,) > p. Defining t,,;,-, as the 
upper cc-point of the t-distribution with n d.f., 
t n-*:]-i-a~R(4,(ll,o:)) > u;1<,n”2+C* -c,n-“2. 
Since by partial integration I,” (1 + (n - 1))‘y*)--(“*)” dy = t-‘(1 + 
(n _ 1)-l t2)-(V2)“f1 _ J,oO y-*(1 + (n - 1)-1y2)-(1/2)n dy = f-‘(1 + 
(n - 1))’ t*)-(‘/*‘“+‘(l + P(t-“)) as t + co uniformly in n and the norming 
constant in the t,-distribution tends to (27~))“~ as n -+ co, we obtain the 
second inequality in (2.7), which completes the proof. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Suppose the sequence {X,} is distributed as in 
Example 2.1 and consider the testing problem Z-Z,, : 2 = & against 2 # &. 
Since the LR test is again similar and Z(0, 0,) < I(@,, A K) = co for all 
8 E int 0, and all compact sets K c int 0, the LR test is deficient in the 
sense of Bahadur at (<, 2) of order F(log N+) for all points (& 2) with 
2 # &. It turns out that in the particular case p = 1 the LR test is deficient 
of order P(1). Note that in this case the LR test is slightly different from the 
familiar equal-tails chi-square test. However, the latter test is also deficient of 
order F( 1). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Let the sequence (X,} be distributed as in the preceding 
example with known covariance matrix and suppose the hypothesis 
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H,:~ES, has to be tested against r 6? E,,, where z0 c IRp. Condition (2.6) 
only serves to obtain an appropriate upper bound for czkR(j?, 0), cf. 
Lemma 3.4. However, in this case it is much easier to derive such an upper 
bound directly. Since we investigate an arbitrary null hypothesis. we assume 
without loss of generality that 2 is the identity Z,. Then the dominating 
measure appearing in the definition of exponential families is the N(O,Z,) 
distribution and 8 = r. The functions w, k and Z are given by ~(0) = i ]] 8]]‘, 
1(B) = B and Z(0, @ = 4 ]] B - 8]12. Hence the LR test has the form 
&“&) = 1 iff inf{]]& - &](*; 0, E 0,) > 2d,. 
This implies that 
= I m  {r(b) 2”/2)P}-1 ,-(1/2)X,(1/2)(8-2) & 2nd” 
< c(nd,)‘1’2”p-2’ exp(-nd,), 
where c > 0 and d, is the critical value of the LR test with power /? at 8. 
Since the other requirements of Theorem 2.1 are also satisfied, the LR test is 
again deficient in the sense of Bahadur of order p(log N+) for all 
r E int(lRP - EJ. 
3. PROOFS 
To prove Theorem 2.1 we first establish some lemmas about LR tests and 
MP tests and their interrelations in exponential families. Some of these 
lemmas may be of independent interest. Lemma 3.2 extends a large deviation 
theorem of Hoeffding [ 141 and Efron and Truax [ 121. Recently a more 
precise result was obtained by Woodroofe [20] for the particular case of 
distributions with bounded continuous densities; Efron and Truax [ 121 
already remarked that such a result does not continue to hold in the general 
case (due to oscillations of the constant term in the lattice-case). The 
asymptotic behaviour of the critical value of the LR test with fixed power at 
a simple alternative is derived in Lemma 3.4. The form of the MP test of H, 
against a simple alternative is described in Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7. A basic tool 
in our proofs is the multivariate Berry-Esseen theorem for convex sets (cf. 
Bhattacharya and Rao [8, p. 1651). 
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We begin with a technical lemma relating the function Z and the euclidean 
distance. 
LEMMA 3.1. (a) Let Kc int 0 be compact. Then I/A(8) --A(<)Il/llt9- Cl/, 
110 - <II-* Z(8,<) and Z(C3, <)/(t9 - <)‘(A(@ - A(<)) are unijkmly bounded 
away from 0 and co for 8, <E K, 0 # r. 
(b) Let (6,) and (0,} be sequences in 0. rf lim,,, 6, = 8 E int 0 and 
lim,,,,lj 8, - 0,ll = 00 then lim,, Z(6,, 0,) = 03. 
(c) For all compact sets B c ,I(@*) it holds that w(f?- co implies 
P,(B) -+ 0 uniformly in 8. 
Proof. (a) We prove Z(t9, r) > c116’- rll* for some c > 0. The proof of 
the other inequalities is similar. By Taylor expansion w(r) = 
@j) + (&0)/A(B) + $(<- B)‘z,(<- 0) for some q between < and 8. Hence 
w, 0 = f (r - e)fc,(r - 8) 
(b) Let c, > 0 be so small that K = { 8; 118 - #II< c, ) c int 0. Choose 
A,, E [O, 11 such that lim,,, A, = 0, t?,, = (1 - A,) 6, + An 8, E K for all 
sufficiently large n and lim inf,,+, Ilgn - S,ll > 0. In view of (a) and the 
convexity of Z(6, .) it follows that 
for some c2 > 0, which implies lim,,, Z(6,, 0,) = co. 
(c) Let {ni} be a subsequence of N such that IIO,iII-’ eni-+ a E Rk, 
deni) + ~0 and ii enill + 00. It suffices to prove Peni + 0. Let sup{a’x; 
x E B) = a’A(8). Since P,(a’(X - A(8)) > c,, /IX - A(6)]/ < c2) > c3 for some 
positive constants c,, c2 and c3 and {x; a’(x - A(@)) > c, , l/x - A(@)11 < c2] c 
(x; lIenill -yen, - S)‘(x -A(s)) > fc,, 11x - A(i+ll Q c2} for all i > i,, it 
follows that 
exPM%,N = j M8’,ix) 44.4 
= ( exp{(B,, - S>+ - A(6)) + (e,, - 8)‘@> + v@)} dP,(x) 
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for all i > i,. Hence 
where c5 = sup{]]x]]; x E B} + ]lA(8)]] and p(B) <p(iRk) < co since 0 E 0, 
implying limi,m P&I) = 0. 1 
In the sequel we denote a closed solid sphere with centre x E iRk and 
radius t > 0 by S(x, t) and a closed neighbourhood of a set G c IRk with 
“radius” t > 0 by 
G(t) = {z E IRk; inf{]]z -g]]; g E G) < t}. 
The complement of a set G is denoted by G’. 
(3.1) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let KC int 0. If sn-’ < d, < min{I(K) - E, E-‘} for some 
E > 0 and all suficiently large II, then 
p&n @ A{@; I(@, 6,) < d,}) = (42 (1’21(k-2) exp(-nd, + p(l)) (3.2) 
as n + 00, uniformly for 0,, E K. 
The method of obtaining the proof of Lemma 3.2 is related to that of 
Borovkov [9], but here the Berry-Esseen theorem can be applied instead of 
Bernstein’s inequality reducing the power of n without requiring Borovkov 
and Rogozin [lo] conditions (cf. Remark 2 in Borovkov [9]). Moreover, 
Borovkov only proves an inequality, here an equality is established. 
Proof. Let 19, E K. By Taylor expansion about A(0,,), 
I, e,) = f(x -n(e,))q’(~ - qe,)) + o(il~ - n(e,)il2) (3.3) 
as x -+ A(&). Hence 2nI(A-‘(f,J, 0,) has a chi-square limit distribution and 
thus the theorem holds if lim,,, nd, < oo and nd, > E > 0. Therefore assume 
lim ,,+,ndn= 00. 
Denote by c, ,..., cl4 suitable positive constants not depending on n. Define 
Points {Bn,ili=l,....pn (as a sort of “lattice”) on the surface {& I(@, 0,) = d,] 
such that (i) for all 8 with I(& 0,) = d, there exists a point B,,i with 
IIe,.i - 811 < c,n-‘12 and (ii) ]]B,,i - 8,,j/] > n- ‘I2 for all i #j. It is fairly 
straightforward to show that 
c, <p,(nd,)-‘1’2”k-1’ < cj. 
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By Lemma 3.1(a) Iln(e,,i) - J(e,,j)ll > C4npV2. Let s,,i = S(A(e,,J, 
fCqlt-I’*), ~n.i = B”,i - O. and A,, i = jx E IRkG 
l(e,.i)) n”* E (C,jn-“*, c,(j + 1) n-q}, 
(rlk,TOn,jVn,i)-V2 tz,iCx - 
where c, will be determined later 
on. .Note that {x; (0 - B,,)‘(x -A(e)) = 0) is a support hyperplane of 
(x; Z(F’(x), 8,) < d,} for each 8 on {0; Z(e, 0,) = d,}. Hence for n > n, 
Using Lemma 3.1(a) the integrands can be bounded below by exp[-c,(j + 1) 
~‘7~.i~t?~~~n.iiv21 2 expl-4 + 1) II Vn.i II {SUPllull=~ u’ ~eni~l”*l 2 
exp[-c,(j + 1) dy*]. Moreover, by the multivariate Berry-Essekn theorem 
for convex sets there exists c, > 0 such that 
>Pr(]]Z]]<c,,Z, E (cJn-“*,cj(j+ 1)C1’2])-c,n-1’2 
for every c5 > 0, where the k-vector Z = (Z, ,..., Z,) has a normal N(0; Z,) 
distribution. Taking c, large enough we find 
be(Tn 65 40; z(e, 0,) < 41) 
> c2(nd,)“‘2”k-” exp(-nd,) x cgn - “* exp{ -c,(j + 1) d:“} 
j=O 
> c,o(nd,)“‘2”k~2’ exp(-nd,). 
By elementary considerations one proves that for every x 6? A(f?; Z(B, Z3,) < 
d,} there is a B,.i (1 < i <p,,) such that 
VL,itx - n(e,,J> >-CLI~-‘. 
Geometrically: (x; Z(A-‘(x), 0,) < d,jc is covered by suitably chosen 
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halfspaces. Let Ax,i,j = ix E IRki (%,iztTn i rln,i>-“‘[Vh,i(x - n(sn,i)) d” + 
clln-‘~*] E [jn-“*, (j+ l)n-“*I}. It follows that 
exPl-Wb,i@ - 3,(en,i))l @JX) 
<P” exP(-nd,) S c12n -I’* exp(c,, - c,3 j dy*) 
j=O 
< ~~~(nd,)‘~‘~“~-~ exp(-nd,), 
where we have used the univariate Berry-Esseen theorem. Since the 
constants c, ,..., c,4 can be chosen independent of 8,, (3.2) holds uniformly 
for e. EK. I 
LEMMA 3.3. Let the k-vector Y be normally N(& 2) distributed, where 
2 is non-singular. Let A c B c IRk be convex sets and inf{]] x - y ]I; x E A, 
y65Bj=6,O<B<M,whereMis#xed.ZfO<e<Pr(YEA)<l-&then 
there exists c > 0, only depending on E, M and $:, such that Pr(Y E B A 
A’) > ~6. 
Since the proof is fairly straightforward, it is omitted. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let d, be the critical value of the LR test with power p at 8 
(0 < /J < 1,B E int O,), and let h, be defined by d, = Z(t3, 0,) + h, n - ‘/*, then 
-co < lim h, < 00. 
n+a, (3.4) 
Moreover, if {mj} and {nj} are non-decreasing subsequences of [N tending to 
infinity, 
lim (mj - nj) m,: y2 = 0 
./+a2 
implies h, - h,i = e(m,: “’ log mj) as j + 00. 
(3.5) 
Proof: In view of Lemma 3.1(b) there exist constants E > 0 and R > 0 
such that So = S@(e), E) c A(int 0) and Z(A-‘(x), 0,) = Z(A- ‘(x), 
0, A S(Z3, R)) for all x E So. Defining 
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it follows that 
Z(A - ‘(4, @cl) - Z(& 0,) =f(x) + Z(3, - ‘(x), e) 
for all x E S,. Note that for all x,y E IRk 
If(x) -.m>I < R IIX -Yll. 
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(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Since f is concave it has directional derivatives 
f’(x;y) = Ii,:: r-‘u-(x + rY> -f(x)), YEIRk, (3.8) 
and f’(x,y) is a concave function of y (cf. Rockafellar [ 19, Theorem 23. I]). 
By (3.7) it follows that f’(x; y) is finite for all y E IRk and hencef’(x; y) is 
continuous in y. Moreover, the limit in (3.8) is attained uniformly in y on 
compact subsets of IRk for fixed x. The asymptotic normality of 
{X, -A(@} n”2 under P, implies 
where Y has a multivariate normal N(0; z,) distribution, and by (3.3) 
Z(K’(%J, 0) = Pn,(n-‘). Let G denote the distribution function of 
f’@(e); Y). Noting that f@(e)) = 0 we obtain h, -+ G-‘(1 -p) as n + co, 
establishing (3.4). 
Let ( mj} and {nj} be non-decreasing sequences tending to infinity such 
that limj+,(mj - nj)m,: ‘I2 = 0. Denote by c1 ,..., c, suitable positive 
constants. Let Tj = S@(e), c,(log mj)“* rni ‘12). By the multivariate 
Berry-Esseen theorem there exist c, and c2 such that 
po(XmjG Tj)<c2m,“J2, jE N. (3.10) 
Let c,=sup{](x-~(~9))~-~Z(~-*(x),8);xES,,,x#I(B)} and dj=min{e, 
5c,~~rn,~“~ log mj}. For sufficiently large j it holds that 
P,(f,,,j~A, {Z(n-'(~~j),Oo)-Z(B,O,)) rn!12> h, + Sj)+ po(xmj@A) <a 
(3.11) 
and 
P,(2mi E A, {I@-‘(xmj), 0,) - Z(e, O,)} rn,!12 > h, - Sj) > p. (3.12) 
Since (3.11) and (3.12) require a similar approach we only consider (3.11). 
6X3/1 lW5 
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The idea of the proof of (3.11) is as follows. By the asymptotic normality 
of {fmi - A(@} my* and {fnj - A(0)} nj’* probabilities of events involving 
X, can be approximated by probabilities of similar events involving xn . 
The approximations require Berry-Esseen error terms of order m;‘li. 
Replacing d,j by d, + Sj n,: Ii2 results in a loss of power of the LR test of 
order Sj, which is of larger order than m,:“*, establishing (3.11). 
The sets Hi = {x;f(x) my* > h,, + adj} and q = {x; f(x) mj’* > h, + iSj} 
are convex sets. We assume that rP,(Xmj E_Hj) > $p since otherwise (3.11) is 
satisfied. It is also easy to see that P,(Xmj E Hi) < f(1 + p) for j > j, . By 
(3.7) inf{llx -Al; XE Hj,yE HTc} > (4R)-‘m,:“26j for all j. Using the 
multivariate Berry-Esseen theorem and Lemma 3.3 it follows that 
Ip,(Xmj E Hi’ A Hi*) > c,,dj for all j > j, (>j,). Since for all x E Tj A Ht A H,T 
and j >j, W2) 
VW’(X)9 0,) - I(@, O,)} mjl12 < hnj + ~Sj + c,cfm,: l’* log mj < h, + Sj 
and 
(Z(k’(x), 0,) -Z(O, O,)} rn/* > hni + $Sj, 
we have for all j > j, 
Po(Xmj E Tj, {Z(K’(Xm,), 0,) - Z(6’, 0,)) rnj” E [h, + +6j, hnj + Sj)) 
~:iP,(~~jETjAH~A~)~c,6j-c2m,~1’2. (3.13) 
Let Y be a normally N(0; Z,) distributed random k-vector. 
The multivariate Berry-Esseen theorem implies for all j 2 j, (>j3) 
P,(fmj E Tj, {Z(L-‘(I,), 0,) - Z(e, O,)} mjl” > hni + faj) 
< P,(xmj E Tj, f (x,,,Jrnj”* > h,j + $8, - c&m,~ ‘I2 1% mj) 
< Pr(ll Y(I < c,(log mj)“*, f (A(O) + Ymj “2) m,!‘* > hnj + @/lo) dj> + c5 mJT”* 
< Pr(jl YII < C,(lOg mj)“*, f(A(e) + yn; v2) nj12 > hi*) + c5mJ:“’ 
< p,(ii?njE Tj,f(~n,)nju2 > h,*)+ C5m;‘12 + c&“* 
G P,(~njES,, (z(n-‘(x,), @,)-z(e,@o)}nj”2 ahhj*) +C5m,T1’2 $c6n,rv2, 
(3.14) 
where 
h*=.m,:“2nf/2[h,j+ (3/10)6j-Rc,(logmj)“211 -m~‘2n,:“2(]. (3.15) J 
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Since hj* > ZZ,,~ for allj >j, we obtain in view of (3.10), (3.13) and (3.14) 
P,(Xmj E A, (Z(A-‘(Xmj), 0,) - Z(O, O,)} mJ’* > h, + Sj) + pe(Xmi @A) 
< P&F”, E s,, (z(P(xnj), 0,) - Z(B, O,)} nf” > hj*) 
+p,(X,,,j~ Tj)-c,sj~p-tC,m,~1’2-C,~jj( (3.16) 
for sufficiently large j. This completes the proof of (3.11). 
Therefore, h,, < h,j + Sc,cf m,: 1’2 log mj for suffkiently large j. The 
reverse inequality interchanging mj and nj follows similarly from (3.12). This 
completes the proof of the lemma. I 
Remark 3.1. One can also show that limj~~(mj - nj) m,: 1’2 = 0 implies 
hmj- hnj = o(m,:“2(log mj)‘12) as j+ co, but the proof of this refinement is 
highly technical. 
With the help of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 a,““(‘/?, 0) and the critical value d, 
can be related under the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION A. There exist E > 0 and a compact set K c int 0 such that 
for all n the LR test satisfies 
LEMMA 3.5. Let d, be the critical value of the LR test with power B at tI 
(0 </I < 1). If assumption A is fulfilled for some compact KC int 0 and 
0 < Z(t?, 0,) < I(@, A K) then 
a,““@ 8) < cn”‘2’Ck-2’ exp(-nd,), n E N, 
for some constant c > 0. 
Proof By Lemma 3.4 lim,,, d, = Z(& 0,) implying that qn-’ <d, < 
min{Z(@, AK) - q, II-‘} for some q > 0 and all suffkiently large n. 
Application of Lemma 3.2 yields 
e sip*, E,,@ (x,,) ,< c,(nd,)(“2”k-2) exp(-nd,) 
0 0 
for some c, > 0, which together with Assumption A completes the proof of 
the lemma. m 
In the next three lemmas concerning the MP test 4,’ of H, against a 
simple alternative it is assumed that 0, is a Bore1 set in IRk. 
LEMMA 3.6. (Krafft and Witting [ 171). Let 8, 6 cl 0,. For each n the 
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critical function 4,’ of a size-a, MP test of H,: BE 0, against tl= 8, 
satisfies 
#i(x)= 1: if xE Fr, 
n 
for c--a.e. x, where 
t,(e,, X> = evW% - Wx + nt@,>} and Ai,, is a positive measure on 0, 
satisfying 
i evW44 d~i,,(hJ Q ai’, 
i = 1, 2,.... (3.17) 
60 
Sketch of proo$ The proof is based on the relationship between a testing 
problem and an associated infinite linear program. Let 3, be a positive 
measure on 0, and f(A) = aA + ( (pei(x) -pA(x))+dc(x), where 
pa(x) = exp{n@x - nv(e)}, 8 E 0, pA(x) = (p@(x) dA(8) and a+ = max(O, a). 
By Theorem 4 in Krafft and Witting [ 171 it follows that E,,#i = inf{@); 
A E M} = inf{f(;t, k); 1 E A?, k E [0, a~)], where M(a) denotes the class of 
positive (probability) measures n(x) on 0, with finite support and f (x, k) = 
ak + I be, - kpx)+ d%. This implies that there exist sequences {I:,} and 
{k;,} such that limi+,f (I?,, k$,,) = E,,4:. Application of Theorem 8 and 
Corollary 9 in Krafft and Witting [ 17 ] then yield kz, < a; ‘, 
and 
lim (1 -#,+)@e,-k~,pXln)‘d~=O 
I Lx 
lim 
I 
#n+(.pe, - kt,px;,,>- de = 0, 
i-cc 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
where a- = -min(O, a), or, with ,I:, = kz, xz,, A;,(@,) < a; ’ , 
;\z j (1 - &%~e, -in;.,)+ d% = 0, 
and 
lim . #,‘(p,, -pn$ dE = 0. 
i-+m !  
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Since convergence in mean implies convergence in measure there exists a 
subsequence {A;,,} such that 
lim (1 - C>(P,, -PA;,,)+ =O 
i+m 
and 
lim @,‘(p,, -pAin)- = 0 
Leo 
for a.e. x. Defining dAi,n = exp{--nyl(B,)} dl:,, one gets the result. I 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 8, 62 cl 0, and U,* and V,, as defined in Lemma 3.6. 
For each n let 4; be the critical function of a size-a,MP test of H,: 0 E 0, 
against 0 = 0,. Then 
C(x) = 1 if xEU,=U;TAVn 
=o if xEV, 
= c (xl otherwise 
is a size -a,,MP test of H, : 0 E 0, against 0 = 8,. The sets U, and V,, are 
convex sets and either the Lebesgue measure of Vc, A V, is zero or 
;FJB,(x,, E B A UC, A V,,) = 0 for all compact sets B c A(@*). 
Proof: By Lemma 3.6 4,‘(x) = f:(x) for e-a.e. x and hence 4,’ is also 
MP. Obviously V, is a convex set. Since lim infn,(a, + b,) < 
lim inf,+, a, + lim SUP,,,~ b, if lim SUP~+~ b, E (-co, co), the convexity of 
t,(Bo. .) implies that U, is convex. 
Let B be a compact set in A(@*). Since lim,+,, j tn(e,,, x) d&,(8,,) = 1 for 
all x E UC, A V,, it follows by Fatou’s lemma and Fubini’s theorem that 
= lim inf i i-03 .Bo ~,,,(f, E B A UC, A VJ wlnw(~,N dA,,(4J. 
For given E > 0 choose c > 0 so large that v(S) > c implies IpeO(x,, E B) ,< 
&a, (cf. Lemma 3.1(c)). Let G= (@E 0; ~(6) <c}. In view of (3.19) 
JGC Ip,,,(fn E B) exp{ny/(e,)} dAiS,(e,) < E and hence it suffices to prove 
lim infi+, Ai,n(G A 0,) = 0 for each compact set G. Since w(B,) >O and 
hence by (3.17), Ai,, < a;’ for all i, there exists a subsequence, say, 
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{A,,,}, and a measure V, such that ~j,“~ V, vaguely. Assume that the 
Lebesgue measure of UC, A V, is positive. Then there exist, for any fixed n, 
points y, zr,..., zk in UC, A V, with the following two properties: y -z, ,..., 
y - zk are linearly independent and there exist a, ,..., ak z 0 or 1 such that 
a,y+(l-aa,)z,EUC,AV, (p=l,...,k). Let T,={0,;(8,-B,)‘(y-z,)=O} 
(p = l,..., k). Defining 
g,,,(RJ = ~,M%~Y) + (1 - apI fn(&~zp) -4#%9a,y + (1 - a,) zp> 
it follows by definition of Vr, A V,,, convexity of t,(f9,, .) and continuity of 
t,(., x) for all x, that 
and therefore 
On Ti the integrand is positive (a, # 0 or l), hence v,(T;) = 0 (p = l,..., k) 
and thus Y,(U,“=, T,‘) = 0. Since y -z , ,..., y - zk are linearly independent, 
Uk=, T,’ = IRk - {e,). Note that 8,6? cl 0, and hence for each compact set 
G 
lim lj,,(G A cl 0,) < v,(G A cl 0,) = 0, 
j-a 
This completes the proof of the lemma. I 
Remark 3.2. Note that &I(B A Vc, A V,,) = 0 implies pO(B A 
Vc, A V,) = 0 for all e E 0. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let 8, E int 0, and let d, be the critical,value of the LR test 
with power ,8 (0 < /3 < 1) at 8, ; then 
a,‘(/?, 0,) > cnev2 exp(-nd,), nE N, (3.20) 
for some positive constant c. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be so small that T= k’(S(;l(e,), E)) c int 0, and 
choose c, > 0 so large and c2 > 0 so small that (cf. (15.57) with s = 2 in 
Bhattacharya and Rao [8]) 
P&F” E int S@(B), c,n-‘)) > c2n-W2 (3.21) 
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for all 0 in T and all n. By Lemma 3.7 the critical function 4, of the size 
-a,‘@ 0,) MP test of ZZ,, against 19 = 0, satisfies 
where U,, and I’, have the properties mentioned in Lemma 3.7. Defining 
W, = (x; S(x; c, n- ‘) c V,}, the multivariate Berry-Esseen theorem and 
Corollary 3.2 in Bhattacharya and Rao [8] imply 
iP&rnE W”)>P,,(f”E Vn)-Cjn-“2>p-c,n-“2 (3.22) 
for all n and some c3 > 0. Note that Z@-‘(x), 0,) = g(x) + Z@-‘(x), 19,) 
for all x E k(T), where the concave function g is defined by g(x) = 
infBo~80~S(B,,R)(W(e0) - w(0,) + (0, - &)‘x} and R > 0 is sufficiently large. 
By an application of the multivariate Berry-Esseen theorem and Lemma 3.3 
we can choose large enough constants c,, c5 > 0 such that 
b,(-K E sw,h c,n - 1’2), Z(A - ‘(XJ, 0,) > d, , 
g(xJ < d, + c5nP1) > 2c,n-l/2. 
This implies 
rP,,(Z(n-‘(~~),O,)~d,+c,n-‘,X,E~(T)) 
= &,,(~n E A(T), Z(l-‘(In), 0,) < d,) + P,,(xn E L(T), 
d, < Z(l-‘(XJ, 0,) < d,, + c6n-‘) 
> 1-~,,(fn69(T))-p+2c,n-1’2> l--p+~,n-~* (3.23) 
for n&n,, where the constant c, satisfies c6 > c5 + sup(n Z(A-‘(x), 0,); 
x E S@(0,), c,K’/~)}. From now on let n > n,. In view of (3.22) and (3.23) 
there exists a point y, E W,, A A(T) such that Z(A-‘(y,), 0,) <d, + c,n-‘. 
Let e,, E 0, satisfy Z(A-‘(y,), e,,) < Z(K’(y,), 0,) + a-’ implying 
Ile,, -w.h)II G c,. Letting S, = int S(y,, cl n-‘) we have for sufficiently 
large n 
~expl--nZ(IZ-‘(y,),e,,)-c,c,} I C(x) d~-qyn~@) s,
> {c2n-“* - F.:mlty,j (S, A Vc, A V,,)) exp(-nd, - c, - cl c, - 1) 
= c2Kk’* exp(-nd, - c6 - cl c, - l), 
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where we have used Remark 3.2 and the fact that vanishing Lebesgue 
measure of UF, A V, implies S, A Uz A V, = 0. I 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let B E int 0, satisfy 1(6, 0,) < I(@, A K). 
Denote by d, the critical value of the LR test with power p (0 < /3 ( 1) at ~9. 
By Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 and 3.8 it holds that 
d,, = I(& 0,) + h, n - y2, 
where h, satisfies (3.4) and (3.5), 
a,LR@, 0) < c,P*)(~~*) exp(-nd,), 
and 
a,‘@, 0) > c2 nww2 exp(--nd,). 
Replacing N+(a,p, 19) by N and NLR(a, /3,6) - 1 by M we obtain (cf. (1.5)) 
c,N-“* exp(-Nd,) < c,M”‘*“~-~) exp(-n/id,,). 
Since N < M + 1 we find MN-’ -+ 1. Hence by (3.4), dN - d,,, = P(N-1’2) 
and therefore (M - N) N-l’* + 0. Now application of (3.5) yields 
dM - dN = P(N-’ log N) and thus M - N = P(log N), completing the 
proof. I 
Remark 3.3. Making use of the implication (cf. Remark 3.1) 
limj+,(mj - nj) rni “* = 0 * hmj - hnj = ~(m,: “*(log mj)“‘) as j- co it can 
similarly be shown that 
lim sup NLR(a, P, 0) - N+ (a, he> 
IX-0 log N+ (a, P, 0) 
Q (k - l)I(B, 0,)-l. 
APPENDIX 
In this appendix the notation L,, a,@ 6) and N(a, /3,19) is used instead of 
L,O, a,“@ 13) and N’“(a, p, 6). Before proving Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and Corollary 
1.3 a relation between L, and a,@ 6) is mentioned. 
LEMMA A.l. For each n E bl, BE 0, and DE (0, 1) we have 
p,(L, < a,@ 0)) <P < ~,(L, < a#. Q). (‘4.1) 
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‘Proof: Let a E (0, 1). By (1.4) it follows that L,(s, u) < a implies 
(s, u> E R,;, . Moreover, by definition, (s, u) E R,,, implies L,(s, u) Q a. Let 
0 < E < a#, 8), then 
and hence P&L, < a&3,8)) <p. If a,#?, 8) = 0 then P&C,, < a,@ 8)) = 
0 < /I. Let 0 < q < 1 - a#, 6), then 
by (1.4) and thus P,(L, < a,,@ 8)) >D. If a,@, 0) = 1 then 
p,(L, < a,@, 0)) = 1 >P. I 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let --n PI log L,(S, U) +9a c(S, U, 19) as n -+ 00. 
Suppose that there exist E > 0, /IO E (0, 1) and a sequence {nk} such that 
-nil log a,ktJO, ~9) < &‘( 1 - /I,) - s. Let &‘(l - PO) - E < x < 
&I(1 -&,)-e/2 b e a continuity point of F,. Since by (A.1) 
1 -PO < WLk 2 an,%, w < pd--n;’ log Lk < 4 
-+ F,(x) <F&T ‘(1 -P,> - 4) < 1 -P, 
as k-tco, a contradiction is obtained. Hence lim inf,,+, - 
n -’ log a,@ e) > F,‘( 1 - /I). Similarly one proofs lim sup”- - 
n-’ log a#, 8) < F;‘(l -p). 
Now assume that (1.8) holds. Let x be a continuity point of F, with 
F,(x) < 1. Let y > 0 satisfy F,(x) + y < 1 and let E = &‘(F,(x) + y) -x, 
then E > 0. For all sufficiently large n we-have 
IPJ,(--n-l log L, < x) = I’,(-n-‘log L, < & ‘(F,(x) + y) - E) 
< P,(L, > a,(1 -F,(x) - YY 8)) < Fe(x) + Y- 
64.2) 
Since (A.2) holds for all y > 0 it follows that 
lim sup IP,(--n-l log L, <x) < F,(x). 
n-cc (A.31 
If Fe(x) = 1 (A.3) is trivial. Similarly one proofs lim inf,+, IP,(--n- I 
log L, ,< x) > Fe(x) for all continuity points x of F, and hence (1.7) is 
established. 1 
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that (1.11) is true. Let /I* > /3. For all 
sufficiently large n we have --n -‘I2 log a,#?*, 0) - n”*c(B) - g@ 0) < 0. This 
implies 
P,({-n-1 log& -c(e)} n’12 < , m 0)) > P,(L, > q(/j*r 0)) > 1 -P*. 
Since /3* > /I is arbitrary chosen, we have lim inf,+, P,( (-n-l log L, - 
c(8)) n”* < g (/I, 8)) > 1 --/I. In a similar way one proofs lim sup,,, 
P,((--n-l log L, -c(e)} n”* < g(j3,0)) < 1 - /3 and thus (1.12) holds true. 
Now assume that (1.12) holds. Suppose that there exist E > 0, PO E (0, 1) 
and a sequence (nk} such that n;“* log ank(&, 19) + n;“2 c(8) + g(/3,, 19) > E. 
Let /3, > p, satisfy g(&, 19) - 6 < g@, ,0). Since 
p. a P~(L,~ < an,~or 8)) a ~~,(--nil’* lot2 L,~ > nil’2 c(e) + gtx4 1 0)) 44 
as k + 03, a contradiction is obtained. Similarly the supposition n, ‘* log 
an,CPO, 0) + n; ‘/’ c(B) + g(j?,, 0) < --E for E > 0, /I,, E (0, 1) and a sequence 
(nk} leads to a contradiction. This completes the proof of the implication 
(1.12)* (1.11). 
Finally it is shown that (1.11) implies (1.13). Since --n-l log a,&?. 8) + 
c(0) > 0 it follows that an@ 0) --) 0 as n --t co. Let a E (0, 1). For all n > n, 
we have an@, 0) < a G- E,q,;,(S) > P + N(a, P, 0) ,< n, , and hence 
N(a, p, 0) < co for all a E (0, 1). Since -n-l log an@ 8) + c(0) > 0 we have 
an@, e) > exp(-2nc(8)) for all n > n,. Let n > n2. If a < exp(-2nc(8)) then 
a < a,@ t9) implying EBcp,:a(S) < p and consequently N(a, /A 0) > n. Hence 
lim ,,,,N(a,/?, 6)= co. In combination with (1.11) and (1.5) formula (1.13) 
is easily derived. 1 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. We only have to prove (1.13)+(1.11). In a 
similar way as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 1.2 one shows that 
(1.13) implies a,#?, 0) > 0 for all II and lim,_, a,@?, 0) = 0. Let 
0 < E < min(a,(p, e), 1 - aII@, 0)). By (1.2) and (1.3) we have 
N(a,(j?, 6) - E. /I, 8) > n. Since Eecp,Ga(S) is a non-decreasing function of n it 
follows that n > N(a,(P, 0) + E, p. 6). In combination with (1.13) formula 
(1.11) is easily derived. m 
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